An important problem when using Stochastic Inversion Transduction Grammars is their computational cost. More specifically, when dealing with corpora such as Europarl only one iteration of the estimation algorithm becomes prohibitive. In this work, we apply a reduction of the cost by taking profit of the bracketing information in parsed corpora and show machine translation results obtained with a bracketed Europarl corpus, yielding interresting improvements when increasing the number of non-terminal symbols.
Introduction
Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) systems have proved in the last years to be an important alternative to rule-based MT systems, being even able of outperforming commercial machine translation systems in the tasks they have been trained on. Phrase-based (PB) models (Tomas and Casacuberta, 2001; Zens et al., 2002) have proved to provide a very efficient framework for SMT. An important issue when training PB models is the algorithm by means of which the bilingual phrases are extracted. Hence, a wide variety of methods have been proposed for this purpose, spanning through statistically motivated procedures (Tomas and Casacuberta, 2001 ), heuristic algorithms (Zens et al., 2002) , and linguistically motivated methods (Sánchez and Benedí, 2006a) . In this work, we will be following this last approach, which relies on Stochastic Inverse Transduction Grammars (SITGs) (Wu, 1997) for phrase extraction. SITGs constitute a restricted subset of syntax directed stochastic grammars for translation, and are very related to context-free grammars. These can be used to analyse two strings simultaneously, which makes them specially useful for extracting bilingual segments from a parallel corpus in a syntax-oriented manner. In (Sánchez and Benedí, 2006b ), SITGs were used for obtaining word phrases, reporting preliminary results on the EuroParl corpus. In this work, we extend that work by using bracketed corpora for estimating the STIGs. In section 2, we will briefly review the phrase-based SMT approach. Next, in section 3, we will sum up the grounds of SITGs and the modifications proposed in (Sánchez and Benedí, 2006a) . In section 4, we present the translation results on the Europarl corpus, obtained when applying one learning iteration on SITGs with several number of nonterminals.
Phrase-Based models
The derivation of the PB models stems from the concept of bilingual segmentation, i.e. sequences of source words and sequences of target words. It is assumed that only segments of contiguous words are considered, the number of source segments being equal to the number of target segments and each source segment being aligned with only one target segment and vice versa. Ultimately, when learning a PB model, the purpose is to compute a phrase translation table, where each input phrase is assigned to one or more output phrases with a given probability. In this work, we use SITGs to build this phrase translation table.
Stochastic Inversion Transduction Grammars
Being closely related to context-free grammars, Stochastic Inverse Transduction Grammars (Wu, 1997 ) specify a subset of syntax directed stochastic grammars for translation. Analysing two strings simultaneously, SITGs may be used to extract bilingual segments from a parallel corpus while taking into account syntax-motivated restrictions. The internal nodes of the parse tree define a span over each pair of strings. These spans can be considered as paired segments of words. In (Wu, 1997) , an algorithm similar to the CYK of context free grammars is proposed in order to parse a sentence pair with a SITG. This algorithm has a time complexity of O(|x| 3 |y| 3 |R|), being |x| the length of the source sentence, |y| the length of the target target sentence, and |R| the number of rules in the SITG. However, if the corpus has been previously parsed with a syntactical parser and is given in a bracketed form, (Sánchez and Benedí, 2006a) suggest the use of a version of the algorithm by (Wu, 1997) which is more efficient while performing the analysis, achieving a time complexity of O(|x||y||R|) when x and y are fully bracketed. In this work, we will be taking profit of bracketing information provided by freely available parsing toolkits in order to achieve an important increase of speed within the estimation algorithm. 
Experiments

SITGs for phrase extraction
First, we built an initial SITG by following the method described in (Sánchez and Benedí, 2006b ). Then, both source and target languages in the training corpus were bracketed by using FreeLing (Asterias et al., 2006) , which is an opensource suite of language analysers. This being done, we then used the bracketed corpus to perform one estimation iteration on the initial SITG and obtain improved SITGs. Finally, the SITG obtained after the estimation iteration was used to parse the bracketed training corpus and extract segment pairs to setup a phrase-based translation model. It is important to stress the importance of the bracketing information, without which it would have been practically impossible to perform any learning iterations at all because of the severe temporal issues. Following common knowledge in SMT, we computed both the inverse and direct translation probabilities of each segment pair according to the formulae
where C(s, t) is the number of times segments s and t were extracted throughout the whole corpus. This phrase-table was fed to Moses (Philipp Koehn, 2007) for producing the final translation. Initial SITGs with increasing number of non-terminal symbols were built and then estimated. The purpose of building SITGs with several non-terminal symbols was to analyse whether augmenting the number of non-terminals would improve word reorderings between both input and output languages. Adding non-terminal symbols may provide more complexity to the grammar built, and hence increases its expressive power. (Sánchez and Benedí, 2006b ) Translation results of this setup can be seen in Table 1 . Here, all the weights of the log-linear model were adjusted my MERT training, and the language model used was a 5-gram interpolated with Knesser-Ney discount. It is interresting to point out that one estimation iteration for any number of non-terminal symbols has deffinitely an improving effect. (Sánchez and Benedí, 2006b) shows an experiment in which segments were extracted from training corpora without any bracketing information. Since this was not computationally feasible with the training algorithm, we decided to use the SITG obtained after one estimation iteration (estimated using the bracketed corpus) to parse a non-bracketed 27.9/61.5 28.9/60.0 version of the corpus for the purpose of obtaining segments. Interestingly however, the BLEU score did not vary. The same conclusion was achieved when mixing the segments obtained when using the bracketed and the non-bracketed corpus: again, the BLEU score did not differ significantly. The fact that the translation quality is not lessened by introducing the bracketing, and hence constraining the SITG, has a lot of importance, since a bracketed corpus can be analysed by the SITG much faster.
Adding Syntactic Translation Probabilities
In the process of obtaining the best parse tree t x,y for each pair of strings (x, y) (see Section 3), a joint probability p(s, t) (s and t are, respectively, word segments from x and y) for several overlapping spans is obtained. It is important to note that a given pair of word segments (s, t) can have different probabilities depending on the tree it comes from. We have defined a new translation model that is based in this information as follows. Let Ω the multiset of spans (word segments) obtained from the training sample, and Ω s,t ⊆ Ω the multiset of (s, t) spans. We define the expected value of p(s, t) according to the empirical distribution as:
If we marginalise for the input side of the word segments and for the output side of the segments, then we get:
and
In this way we obtain these two new syntax-based models:
As can be seen in Table 2 , adding these new syntax based models produces a consistent improvement of approximately one point of BLEU.
Discussion
Comparatively, the best result that (Sánchez and Benedí, 2006b) reported in the Spanish-English task was a BLEU score of 23.0, which they obtained by combining segments extracted from both the bracketed and the non-bracketed corpus. We have widely exceeded this baseline. On the other hand, the Moses toolkit (Philipp Koehn, 2007) , which is a state of the art statistical machine translation system, obtains in this task a score of 31.0 BLEU. However, when constrained to use only the inverse and direct translation models as we did, the score drops to 29.6 BLEU, which is only 1.7 points away from our best score, with only the direct and the inverse translation models, and 0.7 points away from our overall best score. It can be argued that we should be comparing this last score with Moses with all four models, adding the lexical alignment models. However, these lexical alignment models can also be added to our system, and we actually plan to do so as future work, whereas the syntactic models we introduced cannot be added to the segments obtained in the Moses Toolkit. Although Moses obtains a slightly better score, it must be taken into consideration that this toolkit achieves this by using 19M different segment pairs, whereas our translation models only use half that amount. This fact has important implications: being our model smaller, less computational resources are used in decoding time, but also the final translation is produced faster. Moreover, adding non-terminal symbols seems to have beneficial effects on the final BLEU score. Hence, it seems there is still room for improvement, whereas regular phrasebased models (such as Moses) do not have this ability.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented an alternative method for phrase extraction, which is competitive in terms of quality and produces smaller phrase-based models when compared to the traditional phrase-based extraction algorithms used. Moreover, we have shown that freely available natural language processing toolkits can be successfully used to obtain bracketed corpora and reduce time complexity in SITG estimation, without trading off translation quality. In the future, we plan to compute more complex SITGs and introduce further models to improve our translation table, such as the lexical alignment models or other models obtained by combining the various probabilities that SITG estimation entails. In this line, we also plan to investigate which effect has the combination of our phrase table with the phrase table produced by Moses.
